
Visit to Jamali Kamali 

Jamali Kamali mosque and tomb is located in the Archaeological village complex in 

Mehrauli, Delhi, India. Within the lush green of the park, at an almost isolated corner, 

stands a magnificent monument. Monday 21st January 2019, a very exciting day for prep as 

it was the day for their outdoor visit to Jamali Kamali. Before leaving for the trip, teacher 

and children had circle time where they discussed about the trip and safety measures. 

 

As we entered, there were plenty of colorful flowers standing in a row, welcoming us 

warmly.  

Walking through Jamali Kamali was an enriching experience as children observed different 

plants, trees and rocks. They also enjoyed climbing on rocks and posing for a click. 

 

 



Children walked towards raja ki boali. While walking towards the boali they observed the 

falling of dry leaves. So a child asked “are the birds making the leaves fall down?”, then 

Rachit spontaneously replied“ this is because of the wind blowing”. Children enjoyed 

looking at the parrots at the boali. They were most fascinated by the architecture and also 

were able to identify a lotus pattern on the dome of the building. When children saw the 

plastic bottle being carelessly thrown in to the well, they were concern and said “we must 

keep our environment clean”. 

 

 The children drew their illustration of the boali with the great interest.  

Johan said “I like the step well and resetting room at the side of the well”. 

Hammad said “I enjoy the rock climbing”.  

Sanvi said “I like the big big rocks stone because they were so big”. 

 

 



 

 

 

On coming back from Jamali Kamali the children stopped and admired the rose garden and 

the Qutab Minar in the back ground.   

Children’s take away from the trip, is the knowledge and understanding of their country’s 

history as they got the opportunity to experience and adore the varied architecture. 
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